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Charlie's Gourmet Pastries 

"Sinfully Delicious"

Charlie's Gourmet Pastries is a family owned, fourth generation bakery.

They create only the best of the best and offer a large variety of baked

goods from which to choose. It has been in the same location for years

serving up some of the most scrumptious delights imaginable. There is no

holding back on sugar or butter here, and the results are mouthwatering.

Charlie's Gourmet Pastries has cookies, Danish & pastries, cakes,

cheesecakes, pies and more. You can enjoy them with a cup a coffee or

take them with you. Most items are available in single portions and party

packs for special occasions. - Diane Dilov-Schultheis

 +1 407 898 9561  charliesbakery.com/  charliesbakery@cfl.rr.com  3213 Curry Ford Road,

Orlando FL
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Menchie's 

"Create Your Very Own Treat"

Menchie's is located a quick trip north of Orlando at Winter Park Corners,

which is where North Lakemont Avenue and Aloma Avenue meet.

Menchie's is a popular little frozen yogurt shop since it allows customers

freedoms other fro-yo shops may not. For instance, customers can grab a

container and serve themselves from more than 10 rotating flavors to

start, and then stop at the "snackage", "chill" and "syrup" bars to add as

much toppings as they want (or can fit). The topping varieties are also

rotated regularly to provide customers with a mixture of selections.

Menchie's calculates the price, depending on the overall weight of your

tasty creation, so pick wisely and enjoy! - Diane Dilov-Schultheis

 +1 407 622 6551  www.menchies.com/  1939 Aloma Avenue, Winter Park FL
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Emack & Bolio's 

"Ice Cream and Yogurt"

Emack and Bolio's at Hard Rock Hotel is a nice place to cool down by the

pool on a hot summer day. The ice cream and frozen yogurt parlor caters

to tastes of all ages. With over hundred flavors each year, choosing is not

an easy task. Will it be Serious Chocolate Addiction or Deep Purple Cow

(raspberry)? Why not both and then top it off with a sorbet? If you are

worried about all the fat and calories, you can relax as the ice creams are

made from low fat milk with no dyes added and freshly made every week.

 +1 407 503 2000  www.emackandbolios.com/  5800 Universal Boulevard, Hard Rock

Hotel, Orlando FL
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Sweet! By Good Golly Miss Holly 

"Incredibly Scrumptious"

Sweet! by Good Golly Miss Holly is located to the east of Orlando in the

Waterford Lakes Town Center. Here you can choose from a wide variety of

special custom cupcakes in an assortment of sizes. Pick from small mini

samplers to large tasty cupcakes made fresh daily from the finest

ingredients. Bring your wireless laptop to take advantage of the free WiFi

available. Sweet! by Good Golly Miss Holly also creates its own very

special tart frozen yogurt, a low-calorie, healthy dessert. The décor is

welcoming and has a "hip LA" style about it with the brightly colored

tables and chairs.

 +1 407 227 7746  www.sweetbyholly.com/  feedback@sweetbyholly.co

m

 711 North Alafaya Trail,

Waterford Lakes Town

Center, Orlando FL
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Jeremiah's Italian Ice 

"Create your Own Treat"

Located on University Boulevard, across from UCF, Jeremiah's Italian Ice

is the place to go for a cool refreshing treat. Other locations in the Orlando

area include a shop in Winter Park, Winter Springs and Maitland. Choose

from made-fresh-daily Italian ice, soft serve or a combination of the two,

known as "gelati." The menu includes 20-plus flavors every day, featuring

several standards and also a variety of rotating flavors to choose from at

the various shop locations. Stop by for a sweet treat in small, medium,

large and quart sizes, or place an order to go for a half gallon of Italian ice.

-Diane Dilov-Schultheis

 +1 407 277 7769  www.jeremiahsice.com/  12271 University Boulevard, Orlando FL
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